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ABSTRACT 
With current systems, we are forced to make decisions either to 
keep or not keep; delete or not delete a file. Unfortunately our 
opinions about many information items do not easily fit into this 
binary worldview.  As a part of an exploratory study of looking at 
file organization on personal computers, this paper describes how 
people deal with this difficulty on their computers. It implies that 
people need a facility for information items that falls between the 
categories of  keep and not keep.  
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.1.2 [User/machine system]: Human information processing 
General Terms 
Management, Human Factors. 
Keywords 
Keywords are your own designated keywords. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many of us have more or less “pack rat” inclination, especially so 
on our computers.  “I might need this some time”, which is the 
typical reason for pack rat syndrome [3], applies to many of the 
files we saved on our computers. Falling costs and rising storage 
capacity in various forms and locations encourages this behavior 
of keeping files “just in case”.  
Unfortunately, keeping too much stuff on our computer has been 
seen as one of the main reasons for disorganization. 
Procrastination in filing and deleting is another main reason to 
cause clutter. Thus most personal productivity experts advocate 
being selective in keeping items, discarding items we no longer 
need, and preferably filing or discarding items right away. [4][5] 
Current systems give us clear, simple binary choices. On first 
receiving a file from somewhere, we can either keep it or discard 
it. Later on we have the option of continuing to keep it, or of 
deleting it. But we are forced to make the decision. This can 
create a dilemma, or a distracting anxiety. Jones [1] describes the 
problem very well. On the one hand, not keeping information or 
not keeping information properly could cause access problem 
if/when it is needed. On the other hand, too much kept 
information could compete for attention that should be spent more 
on important items, and make finding other items more difficult. 
When structured organization information is important, keeping 
everything that might possibly be useful makes the act of 
organizing much more difficult. When seeing an information 
item, the decision of whether and how to keep it is not only 
“essential” but also “fundamentally difficult”. The difficulty 
comes from the user’s need to understand the information item, 
their own information organization space, and to anticipate future 
information needs. The decision of whether to delete older, 
previously filed files can be similarly difficult because again it 
rests on the anticipation of possible future needs.  
As a part of an exploratory study of looking at file organization 
on personal computers, this paper describes how people deal with 
this difficulty on their computers, which implies that people need 
a facility for information choices that fall between keep and don’t 
keep. 
2. RELATED STUDIES 
A number of studies have investigated keeping behaviors in paper 
world offices, especially how people use “piles” and “files” as 
two strategies for different needs. (e.g. [10][11])  
Keeping behavior on personal computers has been studied quite 
thoroughly in Keeping Found Things Found (KFTF) project 
[1][2][7] and several other studies (e.g. [8][9]). A variety of 
keeping methods are observed in keeping Web information, and a 
set of functions are identified as the factors that influence the 
choice of method in different situations [7]. A special keeping 
behavior “clipping” which is defined as “intentionally saving 
portions of published material” is investigated in a study on how 
people save and use encountered information [8]. It has been 
recognized that with the increased ways, devices, and applications 
to keep information, and the increased number of information 
items we may keep in increased disk capacity, problems in 
personal information management such as information 
fragmentation and attention poverty could keep valuable 
information we saved from being used or even being noticed [9]. 
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Decisions made and actions taken to relate current information 
(information at hand or under consideration) to anticipated needs. 
Decisions can include (1) “ignore, this has no relevance to me,” 
(2) “ignore, I can get back to this later”, and (3) “keeping this in a 
special place or way so that I can be sure to use this information 
later.” 
This study takes a detailed look at the third keeping decision. 
3. METHOD 
6 Ph.D. students and 6 administrative staff in an academic 
environment were interviewed in front of their computers twice 
within 3 months. During the interview, they were asked to talk 
about several file/email folders and files. Interviews were audio 
recorded, and screenshots taken of selected folders.  They were 
also asked to report via email their experience of information re-
access difficulty during the 3 months.  
4. RESULTS 
4.1 Keep and Delete Behavior 
In this study, when talking about what they do and do not keep, 
the Ph.D. participants talked a lot about whether or not to keep a 
item downloaded from the web, while administrative staff 
participants talked more about whether or not to delete an email 
message. The administrative staff talked about email as a major 
part of their work. They also deleted more in email than in their 
file system because of the constraint of space on the email server. 
As one administrative participant explained: 
“…motivation for cleaning has more to do with space than 
anything else….I can’t think of a time that I purposefully weeded 
specific folders because I haven’t felt the need to because I have 
plenty of room to keep it all, so why not?”  
Administrative participants sometimes have different keeping 
purposes such as keeping files for auditing. But it was found in 
both groups that they do not keep items categorized as “one time 
thing”, or things “I don’t think I’d need to come back”, or 
“inconsequential things”.  
Another interesting keeping behavior observed in both groups of 
participants is a tendency to keep everything in a fast growing 
project.  For example, one administrative staff had an email folder 
including 822 emails accumulated within a little over a month: 
“it’s just a lot of correspondence and I can probably delete some 
of it but it was just one of those things that when the project got 
started, it would be very complex and it was going to be a very 
fast project that had to get done right and I just felt like, just save 
it all and that way I won’t have to worry about whether or not I 
lost something or misplaced some piece of correspondence that I 
needed to.” 
Not surprisingly, this participant subsequently encountered a 
difficulty with finding an email within this large folder. When 
asked about the problem, she believed that the keep everything 
strategy partly caused the problem: 
“The fact that I am keeping every e-mail related to this project, 
instead of keeping selective e-mails, is part of the problem. 
Although it's good to have a record of all correspondence, it also 
creates a much larger volume of e-mails to sift through when 
looking for one in particular.” 
Interestingly, during a casual meeting after the two interviews, a 
Ph.D. student participant noted that he too had this “keep 
everything” behavior in files for a fast-growing project, without 
deleting or organizing. 
4.2 Two types of special keeping 
The study found that participants have clear sense of their own 
“main folder” or “home directory” which usually is under a root 
directory such as “My Documents”, a hard drive, or a folder with 
the participant’s name. They try to separate their files from those 
considered to belong to the computer system. 
Within this context, we identified three types of “keeping” on 
computers, especially for Ph.D. student participants. Note that by 
saying “keep” the participants always meant “keep in main 
folders”.  In addition to information items that they want to keep 
in their main folders, there are items that they haven’t decided 
whether or/and how to keep.  Such items are made available for 
use right away by putting them on the desktop or in the root 
directory. These are referred to as “possibly useful” files in this 
paper. The third type are those files that participants do not intend 
to put into their main folders from the very start and only keep 
them on desktop or root directory for a while (referred as “to be 
deleted” in this paper).   
It should be noted that in the collected data both “possibly useful” 
and “to be deleted” files were observed less frequently on 
administrative participants’ file systems. Possible reasons for this 
are: a) the email system and the associated quota issue forced 
people to file messages to a folder, which changed the issue to be 
a “delete or not” problem as discussed in section 5; b) Ph.D. 
student participants’ activities might be different from that of 
administrative participants in that there exist more vague needs of 
information items for future possible purposes.  
Most of the “possibly useful” and “to be deleted” types of files 
were found being “dumped” either on the desktop or under the 
user’s root directory (e.g. “My Documents”). This is partly 
because they are usually set as the default download or email 
attachment location. It is also because participants try to keep 
these files outside of their main folders in current systems. 
4.2.1 “Possibly useful” items 
The following examples illustrate people’s descriptions of files 
that we are categorizing as “possibly useful”:  
“Papers are very good unless you go and read the section about it 
that says oh, this is …. Kind of figure out how to organize that 
stuff.”  
 “…things I downloaded, for some reason or another I haven’t 
got around to decide: a, if I need it, b, where it should be filed if I 
(need it).”   
“These were here because at some point I want to get back to 
these to make sure there’s nothing important. (you don’t use 
them?) no, I might just delete most of them.”  
“…This I should figure out what it is. This (another one) I should 
figure out what it is…”  
“Usually when I put something on my desktop, it’s just because I 
want to take care of it quickly without thinking about when to put 
it.”  
“a lot of times the things on the desktop, I actually don’t 
remember what they are, and I have to open them. …I have no 
idea what that is.”  
 “(…the many files under My Documents?) I don’t know if I want 
to file them or I haven’t filed them yet.  (Haven’t used them for a 
while.) No.  So it could be cleaned up.” 
The default download place can cause re-access difficulty. For 
example, one participant described his problems in trying to re-
find an article he knew he had downloaded. The article had been 
downloaded to his desktop as the default place for downloads. 
Since the participant does not use the desktop (he was a Linux 
user), he went through a few searches before he finally found it.  
One Ph.D. student participant actually created a separate folder 
“webdownload” on the desktop for downloaded files, instead of 
leaving them mixed with other items on desktop: 
“…when we didn’t have any folder, when we downloaded 
something, it’s on the desktop, and after some time it’s very 
messy. So I told xx to create it and set it as default folder. Every 
download and attachment will go to here automatically.” 
Similarly, another participant packed these files up into a folder 
after a little deleting and filing at a cleanup time: 
“…I just created this folder, that’s called ‘desktop articles’ that’s 
everything that was on the desktop.” 
An administrative participant also created a folder for email 
attachments: 
“if I didn’t know if I’ve saved, I just put in my attachment folder, 
so in later, I can go back and clean this out and put in various 
other folders.”  
Considering the amount of effort participants have to spend to 
clean up these files individually, it is not surprising that these 
“possibly useful” files are a major part of procrastination in 
organizing one’s personal information. The above pack-up 
solution implies the need of a special kind of container for the 
files that are “possibly useful” but may only be checked rarely. 
On the Macintosh, the automatic download place utility folder 
plays a similar role in terms of a different place, but it is designed 
for system use and is separate from desktop use by users. 
4.2.2 “To be deleted” items 
The other type of special keeping is the “to be deleted” item. For 
example: 
“…a lot of things that ended up on the desktop are really 
temporary, like I’m just looking at it for the time being. For 
instance, I have the current xxx conference schedule. I don’t need 
to save that. So at some point, I just put it in the trash.”  
“…these are screenshots. ...because I need to show students how 
to do screenshots on Mac. Actually I can clean them up.” 
“…this actually was because I couldn’t get it to print yesterday. 
I’m gonna get rid of it actually.” 
Similar to the “packing up” method for “possibly useful” stuff, 
another participant created a “temp” folder on the desktop: 
“Usually after some time, if there are too many, I will delete it. 
…I know everything here is safe to delete.”  
Again, a separate container for these “to be deleted” files will 
make cleanup work much easier.  
Example items of the “to be deleted” type: 
• “If it’s something that I’m going to forget where it is 
anyway, I won’t bother to download it.”   
• “I have the reading list so if there’s anything I need to find, I 
can find it again, …it’s easy enough to find electronic 
copies.” 
• A conference schedule that “usually goes to the desktop and 
I usually throw it out once the conference is over with.”  
• print out, or use the “online bigger network space” instead 
of keeping many files on computer.  
• rely on printed out paper copies, don’t keep electronically. 
The decision to keep or not is a judgment call at a given moment, 
and participants acknowledged that they could be wrong. 
4.3 Delete 
If we look at keeping as a decision made at the stage of receiving 
or retrieving an item, then “delete” is a decision of “not keeping” 
at a later stage, applied to files that have been already saved in 
main folders, when their usefulness has expired or their 
uselessness has become clear.  Similar to the files in the previous 
section, there seems to be no systematic mechanism to clean up 
these files, except for triggers such as a space problem. For 
example: 
“To me that’s low priority. I’m not gonna mess with that unless I 
have spare time. …What I do is like today is slow day, I need to 
clean up those files because I got messages (for space quota) they 
want me to clean it up. …then I delete it.” 
“Probably these I need to clean up and delete. But I haven’t had 
time and I don’t care.” 
“…19 gigs is still a lot of space, but when it starts getting down to 
like 10 gigs or lower, then I’ll start to worry and go clean.” 
Related to the “pack rat” inclination, several participants note 
being afraid of deleting things. For example: 
“In the moment I thought it would be a good idea to keep it here. 
And then once things are there, I’m afraid to get rid of them. 
Whenever I’ve decided to save something, I’m afraid to get rid of 
it. I don’t know, I might need it.” 
One administrative participant kept nearly all emails “even for 
one time use, I archive them. Only delete the spamming ones.”  
The decision to delete or not is another judgment call at a given 
moment and participants realize they “may (have) made mistakes 
to delete something that I don’t mean to do”.  
“that has happened. I believe it has happened. …I wish I kept 
that, well but I didn’t, and I just move one and figure out some 
other way to recall what it was …or re-create or whatever’s the 
specific need at the time.”  
One administrative participant talked about the experience of 
trying to locate a deleted file, and finally “chose to redo it”. 
Another administrative participant reported having the problem of 
looking for a sent email after she deleted the sent folder because 
of quota problem and then had a two week vacation. Several 
participants keep trash for a while as a way of dealing with this 
problem: 
“Some system, within 24 hours, it automatically dumps out the 
trash. That doesn’t work well for me. I need a longer time to 
realize that an error was not created.”   
“…I rarely empty my trash. So a lot of times I went back to trash 
to see if I throw away something that I shouldn’t have. …not too 
much, but I have definitely done that.” 
Several administrative participants had personal experience (and 
knew other colleagues with the same experience) of asking the 
help desk in the department to recover a file from the backup tape. 
This implies that trash on a computer may need to have different 
levels. Files that were once useful, filed to the main folder and 
then get deleted are different from other useless or even 
spamming items, and can be packed and compressed in a way that 
people can still recover a file from it if needed, similar to the 
administrative participants’ backup tape mechanism. 
5. IMPLICATIONS & DISCUSSION 
There are many files whose status seems somehow to fall between 
the binary decisions of to keep or not to keep. Allowing for a 
status between keeping and not keeping and accepting 
procrastination may help alleviate the filing or deleting difficulty 
that can be encountered in certain circumstances.  
Providing containers for both the “possibly useful” and the “to be 
deleted” files will separate them from other files where clear 
binary decisions can be made. This may help decrease the clutter 
that competes for human attention with the more important items. 
It may also make organization easier by turning individual actions 
into batch dumping or batch packing actions at clean up time.     
With the container for “possibly useful” stuff, for example, the 
items can look similar to what they are in current system so 
people can use them, except that they are in groups.  
But at cleanup time, they can easily be packed up to have less 
visibility and less storage space. Search and even browse 
functions would then make retrieving items from it much easier. 
Similar to other studies’ findings (e.g. [6]), this study found that 
people sometimes do not save just because finding it later would 
be more difficult than finding it again on the Web. The large 
network becomes a part of personal information resource, as 
shown in the listed quotes in 4.2. The container for “possibly 
useful” items can be even extended to one for “the items I have 
seen before”.  One participant reported a re-access difficulty 
experience in email about trying to find something that “I know I 
read it somewhere, but can’t remember what paper it’s in”.  The 
container would be able to serve this need by doing a search.  
Although keeping and organizing are related largely in both 
physical and digital world, this study proposes the possibility to 
“keep but not organize” certain types of information. Instead of 
fighting with human nature and limitation in front of vagueness 
and uncertainty, we might be able to deal with them in a more 
comfortable way.  
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